There is increasing interest in studying how specific metabolic activities within the nucleus are organised into functional domains. The best known example is the nucleolus where rRNA genes are transcribed and rRNA processed and assembled into ribosomal subunits. Other subnuclear domains have been known for many years through morphological studies but are only recently being analysed at the molecular level. Here we focus on an evolutionarily conserved nuclear domain, called the coiled body, which contains splicing snRNPs. We review recent literature on the coiled body and discuss a possible model for its biological function.
IDENTIFICATION OF COILED BODIES
The name 'coiled body' was coined by electron microscopists who identified intranuclear bodies with a characteristic ultrastructural appearance proposed to resemble a bundle of tangled threads (Monneron and Bernhard, 1969) (Fig. 1) . However, it was quickly realised that the coiled bodies revealed by electron microscopy corresponded to the 'nucleolar accessory bodies' first described by Ramon-y-Cajal (1903) using light microscopy. They had been identified by Cajal in neurons thanks to their large size (often over 1 |im in diameter) and because, like the nucleolus, they were strongly stained by silver. As will be discussed in more detail below, coiled bodies are often closely linked to the periphery of the nucleolus, par ticularly in neurons, hence the original name 'nucleolar accessory body'. Interestingly, although Cajal derived this name from morphological studies alone, our most recent molecular analyses indeed point to a profound functional rela tionship between the coiled body and nucleolar organelles.
More recently, a number of groups have observed that coiled bodies often can be readily identified in the fluorescence micro scope in cells stained with antibodies or antisense hybridisa tion probes that label the small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs), which are the subunits of spliceosomes (reviewed by Spector, 1993; Lamond and Carmo-Fonseca, 1993b) (Fig.  2) . Anti-snRNP probes show a complex labeling pattern in mammalian cells, including a diffuse widespread nucleoplasmic staining, numerous irregular shaped speckles and one or more bright foci. The latter foci correspond to coiled bodies. The diffuse, widespread nucleoplasmic staining largely corre sponds at the EM level to the association of snRNPs with perichromatin fibrils. It is likely that the perichromatin fibrils represent nascent transcripts emerging from active gene clusters on chromatin (reviewed by Fakan, 1994) . The snRNPs associated with perichromatin fibrils are thus likely to be engaged in active splicing of the nascent RNA. Evidence in support of this view has been provided by EM studies in insect cell nuclei (Beyer and Osheim, 1988; LeMaire and Thummel, 1990; Baurén and Wieslander, 1994) . The speckled snRNP structures seen by immunofluorescence represent predomi nantly clusters of interchromatin granules (reviewed by Spector, 1993; Lamond and Carmo-Fonseca, 1993b ). Their function is still unclear. They do not contain DNA and are not major sites of transcription activity. It is known that snRNPs accumulate in the interchromatin granule clusters when tran scription and splicing are blocked or inhibited. They may therefore have a role as storage structures for inactive snRNPs. It is also possible that they have additional functions more actively connected with RNA processing since they are found to contain other protein splicing factors as well as snRNPs and also stain strongly with oligo dT probes, indicating that they may contain poly(A) mRNA (Carter et al., 1991 (Carter et al., , 1993 Xing et al., 1993) . However, recent data suggest that this poly(A) RNA may not be genuine mRNA destined for export from the nucleus (Huang et al., 1994) . Clearly more work is needed to understand the role of interchromatin granule clusters and the reason for snRNPs associating with them.
The localisation of snRNPs in coiled bodies has been demonstrated in the electron microscope using both immunolabeling and in situ hybridisation techniques (reviewed by Lamond and Carmo-Fonseca, 1993b; Spector, 1993) . However, it is important to note that only a relatively small fraction of the total splicing snRNPs in the nucleus localises in coiled bodies at any one time (see below for further discus sion) (Matera and Ward, 1993) . In cells which are transcribing at low levels, and in cells affected by certain physiological per turbations, such as heat shock, little or no concentration of splicing snRNPs in coiled bodies is observed. Therefore, in these cases it can be difficult to identify coiled bodies clearly in the fluorescence microscope using anti-snRNP probes.
A convenient marker for specifically labeling coiled bodies in the fluorescence or electron microscopes was provided by the discovery of patient autoimmune sera that selectively stain coiled bodies Raska et al., 1990 Raska et al., , 1991 . These sera come from patients suffering from several distinct types of autoimmune disease, including primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) and primary Sjogren's syndrome. All these sera recognise a common autoantigen which migrates in SDS-PAGE at -8 0 kDa. Due to its size and specific localisation in coiled bodies this autoantigen has been termed p80 coilin.
THE COILED BODY AUTOANTIGEN p80 COILIN
The gene encoding the human autoantigen p80 coilin has been cloned and sequenced Chan et al., 1994; Wu et al., 1994; Carmo-Fonseca et al., 1994) . Antibodies raised against recombinant coilin expressed in Escherichia coli specifically label coiled bodies, as judged by both electron and fluorescence microscopy (Figs 1 and 2) . However, there is also evidence for an additional pool of unassembled coilin in the nucleoplasm that is not efficiently detected by immunofluo rescence (Andrade et al., 1993; Carmo-Fonseca et al., 1993) . The deduced protein sequence o f human p80 coilin is shown in Fig. 3A . It shows no prominent homology to other known proteins, except for the Xenopus protein Sphl (Tuma et al., 1993) . This protein is highly homologous to coilin at both its amino and carboxy termini, but shows much less homology in the internal domain (Fig. 3B) . It localises to the sphere organelle in Xenopus oocytes, which corresponds to a large intranuclear body that, like the coiled body, also contains snRNPs (reviewed by Gall, 1991; Gall et al., 1995) . It is unclear whether Xenopus Sphl is an orthologue of coilin or, rather, a structurally related protein with a different function. Similarly, it is still not known whether coiled bodies and the Xenopus sphere organelles are homologous. For example, sphere organelles do not closely resemble coiled bodies at the ultrastructural level and, as discussed below, do not have an identical antigen composition to coiled bodies. It is possible that they are structures specialised for the unique requirements of oocytes. Coiled bodies have been identified in plant cell nuclei with an identical morphology in the electron microscope to mammalian coiled bodies (Morena Diaz de la Espina et al., 1980) . Furthermore, immunofluorescence studies with a human anti-coilin autoimmune serum showed that it stained plant coiled bodies (Beven et al., 1995) , indicating that both p80 coilin and the coiled body are highly conserved through out evolution. The future cloning and sequencing of p80 coilin homologues from plants, and from other related organisms, should help to clarify its relation to Xenopus Sphl.
When the human p80 coilin gene is epitope-tagged and expressed in mammalian cells using a transient transfection assay it correctly localises in coiled bodies (K. Bohmann et al., unpublished) . Furthermore, overexpression of the full length coilin protein does not cause any increase in the number of coiled bodies formed in the nucleus. This indicates that the concentration of coilin is not normally a limiting factor for coiled body formation. Expression of epitopetagged human coilin in Xenopus oocytes results in its local ising in sphere organelles (Wu et al., 1994) . This is consis tent with the view that oocyte sphere organelles might be coilin overlay coilin and X enopus S p h l protein sequences. In the am ino term inal region there is 56% identity and 83% sim ilarity w hile in the carboxy term inal region there is 55% identity and 74% sim ilarity. S urprisingly, the internal region, w hich in p80 coilin contains both putative NLS m otifs, show s only 23% identity and 45% sim ilarity to S p h l.
related to, or homologous with, somatic cell coiled bodies. It has recently been suggested that oocyte sphere organelles, and other previously identified nuclear structures such as the Einnenkorper in insect germinal vesicles, are homologous structures (Gall et al., 1995) . However, there is also evidence for differences between these structures. For example, the Xenopus sphere organelle comprises at least two separate substructures called B and C snurposomes (reviewed by Gall, 1991) . B snurposomes contain splicing snRNPs and SR protein splicing factors while C snurposomes contain p80 coilin/Sphl and the U7 snRNP involved in processing the 3' termini of histone pre-mRNAs (Cotten et al., 1988 ). An over lapping but distinct set of antigens are present in mammalian coiled bodies. In an in vitro nuclear assembly system derived from Xenopus egg extracts it has been shown that prenucleolar bodies form (Bell et al., 1992) . A recent study has reported that these prenucleolar bodies contain splicing snRNPs and coilin in addition to nucleolar components and consequently the authors proposed that these prenucleolar bodies are equivalent to coiled bodies (Bauer et al., 1994) . However, the in vitro assembled bodies also contain antigens such as nucleolin which are not normally detected in somatic cell coiled bodies. Further studies are therefore needed to clarify the relationship between these structures.
FACTORS LOCALISED IN COILED BODIES snRNPs
Apart from p80 coilin, a number of other nuclear antigens have been colocalised in coiled bodies, including the snRNP subunits of spliceosomes. The U l, U2, U4, U5 and U6 snRNPs have each been shown to colocalise in coiled bodies. The first evidence for snRNP association with coiled bodies was provided in 1984 by immunoelectron microscopy, where antiSm antibodies were shown to label coiled bodies in mouse and rat liver cells (Fakan et al., 1984) . The snRNA components of each of the five splicing snRNPs have been localised to coiled bodies using in situ labeling with antisense probes (CarmoFonseca et al., 1991 (CarmoFonseca et al., a,b, 1992 Huang and Spector, 1992; Matera and Ward, 1993; Visa et al., 1993a,b) . Using fluores cence microscopy it has been shown that both common and specific snRNP antigens colocalise with p80 coilin in coiled bodies (Raska et al., 1990 Andrade et al., 1991; CarmoFonseca et al., 1992; Huang and Spector, 1992; Matera and Ward, 1993) . It should be noted, however, that only a relatively small fraction of the total splicing snRNPs is concentrated in coiled bodies at one time (Matera and Ward, 1993) .
Nucleolar components
A number of nucleolar proteins have recently been shown to localise also in coiled bodies, including fibrillarin, N oppl40, NAP57 and ribosomal protein S6 (Raska et al., 1990 Meier and Blobel, 1994; Jimenez-Garcia et al., 1994) . Fibril larin, a protein of the dense fibrillar component of the nucleolus (Christensen et al., 1977 ., Ochs et al., 1985 , is highly conserved from yeast to mammals and is associated with multiple small nucleolar RNPs (snoRNPs) that are involved in processing pre-rRNA (Tyc and Steitz, 1989) . Mutations in yeast fibrillarin simultaneously inhibit most modification and processing steps during rRNA biogenesis in vivo (Tollervey et al., 1991 (Tollervey et al., , 1993 . It is possible that the presence of fibrillarin in the coiled body reflects the presence of snoRNPs as well as the nucleoplasmic splicing snRNPs. Several studies using in situ hybridisation methods have localised snoRNAs in the nucleolus but failed to detect them in coiled bodies (CarmoFonseca et al., 1993; Matera et al., 1994) . However, there has been a recent report that at least U3 snoRNA can be observed in the coiled body using a large DNA probe including the complete U3 snoRNA sequence (Jimenez-Garcia et al., 1994) . Therefore, snoRNPs may be in coiled bodies but either they are present at much lower levels than splicing snRNPs or else are poorly accessible to detection. The nucleolar protein N oppl40 localises in coiled bodies and nucleoli (Meier and Blobel, 1994) . Electron micrographs show that it can form track-like structures stretching from the nucleolus to the nuclear membrane but have so far not identi fied whether these tracks can also intersect coiled bodies (Meier and Blobel, 1992) . It was first identified as a protein that could bind to nuclear localisation sequence (NLS) motifs on nuclear proteins (Meier and Blobel, 1990 ) and has been shown to shuttle between the nucleus and cytoplasm (Meier and Blobel, 1992) . The function of N oppl40 and the reason for its concentration in coiled bodies is still unknown.
Despite the presence of nucleolar antigens, there is appar ently no rRNA in the coiled body as revealed by in situ hybridi sation techniques Jimenez-Garcia et al., 1994) . This argues against the coiled body having a direct role in rRNA maturation or ribosome transport. Nonetheless, the coiled body and nucleolus are frequently found in contact with one another.
INTERACTION OF THE COILED BODY WITH THE NUCLEOLUS
The association of one or more coiled bodies with the nucleolus and in particular with the nucleolar periphery is common in many cell types. This is perhaps most striking in neurons where coiled bodies are also especially large and prominent, often exceeding 1 jim in diameter (Fig. 4) . At the EM level fibrillar threads have been detected connecting the coiled body and nucleolus. As discussed above, there are also several protein components common to both structures. In certain rare cases, including human breast carcinoma cells and brown adipocytes and hepatocytes of hibernating dormice, coiled bodies have even been detected inside the nucleolus Malatesta et al., 1994) . Nonetheless, it is important to stress that coiled bodies can also be found fre quently that have no apparent association with the nucleolus and coiled bodies do not contain rRNA, RNA polymerase I, nucleolin or many other nucleolar antigens (Fig. 5) . Similarly, the nucleolus does not contain splicing snRNPs or, apparently, T he figure show s an electron m icrograph o f a nucleolus (nu) associated coiled body (cb) from a rat neuron. T he coiled body w as im m unolabeled w ith anti-p80 coilin antibodies using a pre em bedding protocol and detected by secondary labeling w ith 5 nm colloidal gold particles. A thick fibre can be seen connecting the coiled body to the periphery o f the nucleolus (arrow ). Bar, 0.2 |im . p80 coilin. A promising idea is that coiled bodies may assemble at the nucleolar periphery, possibly recruiting there specific nucleolar antigens, such as fibrillarin and N oppl40, and later migrate into the nucleoplasm. An alternative possi bility is that coiled bodies could assemble in the nucleoplasm and then migrate to the periphery of the nucleolus. Further experiments are required to distinguish clearly between these possibilities.
Recent data from studies on differentiating rat hippocampal neurons have shown that association of coiled bodies with the nucleolus develops at a specific developmental stage, corre sponding to approximately 12-14 days post natal (N. Santama et al., unpublished) . At earlier times predominantly nucleoplasmic coiled bodies are observed, but after post natal days 12-14 an altered coiled body structure, termed a 'rosette', develops around the periphery o f the nucleolus. This follows an increase in the level of transcriptional activity in the maturing neurons. The formation of a rosette is observed both in vivo and in vitro using cultured neurons explanted from the hippocampus. Since the timing o f rosette formation is similar in both cases, and since it was shown not to be mediated by electrical signalling or other synaptic interactions, the associ ation of coiled bodies with the nucleolus is likely to reflect a pre-programmed feature of the neuronal differentiation pathway and may be linked to changes taking place in gene expression.
FACTORS AFFECTING COILED BODIES
The interaction of splicing snRNPs with coiled bodies is transcription-dependent (Carmo-Fonseca et al., 1992) . When tran scription is blocked by inhibitors such as a-am anitin or actinomycin D, snRNPs are no longer found in coiled bodies or diffusely spread throughout the nucleus, but rather concentrate in very large clusters of interchromatin granules. A similar effect is seen when endogenous transcription is shut-off at late stages of differentiation in mouse erythroleukemia cells prior to enucleation (Antoniou et al., 1993) . Interestingly, the exodus of snRNPs from coiled bodies and their concentration in large interchromatin granule clusters is also seen in cells infected by Herpes Simplex Virus (Martin et al., 1987; Phelan et al., 1993) . 1 In this case cellular transcription is not prevented but rather is replaced by viral transcription where the HSV transcripts lack introns and hence do not require to be spliced. Injection into cells of DNA oligonucleotides that inhibit splicing also causes snRNPs to accumulate in interchromatin granules (O'Keefe et al., 1994) . Heat shock is also known to inhibit splicing (Bond, 1988) . When cells are heat shocked at 45°C snRNPs leave coiled bodies, resulting in a diffuse nucleoplasmic distribution (Carmo-Fonseca et al., 1992) . When cells are allowed to recover from heat shock the typical speckled snRNP pattern is reestablished and snRNPs again colocalise in coiled bodies. W hen cells are grown continuously at elevated temperature (39°C), coiled bodies are smaller and the amount of splicing snRNPs concentrating in them is reduced as compared with cells grown at 37°C .
In combination, these data suggest that the coiled body is not acting as a simple storage organelle for inactive snRNPs, since splicing snRNPs leave coiled bodies when gene expression and splicing are inhibited and hence snRNPs are no longer active. Furthermore, the data indicate that the accumu lation o f snRNPs in coiled bodies correlates with some active step(s) during gene expression. This view is further supported by data showing that coiled bodies are more prominent in rapidly growing cells with high levels of metabolic activity (Brasch and Ochs, 1992; Spector et al., 1992) .
W hen cells enter mitosis coiled bodies break down and p80 coilin shows a predominantly diffuse cytoplasmic staining Andrade et al., 1993; Ferreira et al 1994) . This correlates with a hyperphosphorylation of p80 coilin on serine residues which might be involved in the dis assembly mechanism . Splicing snRNPs also show a diffuse cytoplasmic distribution when cells enter mitosis (Reuter et al., 1985; Spector and Smith, 1986; Ferreira et al., 1994) . However, in contrast with coilin, they accumulate progressively in large clusters of mitotic inter chromatin granules during anaphase and telophase (Leser et al., 1989; Ferreira et al., 1994) . Coiled bodies reappear in mid to late Gi phase following reformation of nucleoli and the resumption of transcription in daughter nuclei (Andrade et al., 1993; Ferreira et al., 1994) . The reappearance of coiled bodies after mitosis is transcription-dependent. However, reentry of splicing snRNPs into daughter nuclei precedes coiled body formation and is not transcription-dependent (Ferreira et al., 1994) .
In summary, all of the above data indicate that coiled bodies are dynamic structures that can undergo cycles of assembly and disassembly both during interphase and mitosis. Coiled bodies are characteristic of actively growing cells that exhibit high levels of gene expression.
POSSIBLE FUNCTION OF THE COILED BODY
At present the function of coiled bodies is still unknown. Although they contain splicing snRNPs it is unlikely that they are major sites of pre-mRNA splicing per se. They do not contain certain essential non-snRNP protein splicing factors, such as SR proteins, and also do not accumulate nascent poly(A) RNA. However, as discussed above, the transcriptiondependent association of snRNPs with coiled bodies and the prominence of coiled bodies in cells with high metabolic activity, point to them playing an important role that may be connected with the gene expression pathway. Consequently, it has been suggested that coiled bodies may be involved in some aspect of RNP assembly, transport or recycling (reviewed by Lamond and Carmo-Fonseca, 1993a; Gall et al., 1995) .
In considering possible models for the function of coiled bodies, the following experimental data must be taken into account. First, coiled bodies contain splicing snRNPs. Second, snRNPs only associate with coiled bodies when gene expression is active and no more than 5-10% of each snRNP species is localised in coiled bodies at any one time. Third, coiled bodies are frequently found tightly associated with the periphery o f the nucleolus. In addition, several nucleolar proteins are also detected in coiled bodies, but not rRNA or ribosomes. Fourth, coiled bodies are dynamic structures that can undergo cycles of assembly and disassembly both during mitosis and interphase. After mitosis there is a distinct lag between the onset of transcription and the reappearance of snRNP-containing coiled bodies in daughter nuclei.
The above data imply that coiled bodies play some role connected with splicing snRNPs and interact with, or share some common function with, the nucleolus. We propose here that a role for the coiled body in the process of RNA modifi cation could account for the experimental data described above. Both rRNAs and snRNAs undergo extensive post-tran scriptional modification on base and sugar residues, including formation of psuedouridine, 6-methyladenine and 2'-0-m ethyl ribose (reviewed by Reddy and Busch, 1988; Grosjean et al., 1995) . Many of these modifications on rRNA are believed to take place in the nucleolus. If the coiled body plays a role in introducing RNA modifications into snRNAs using either the same or a closely related enzymatic machinery, this could be the reason for the association between coiled bodies and nucleoli and can account for the presence of shared antigens in both structures. In this regard it is interesting that mutations in yeast fibrillarin, which is one of the shared antigens, blocks modification of rRNA as well as other steps in the rRNA pro cessing pathway (Tollervey et al., 1991 (Tollervey et al., , 1993 . Since RNA modification is a highly conserved process, such a function for the coiled body is also consistent with its evolutionary conser vation from plants through to mammals. In this model, only the recently synthesised and assembled snRNPs localise in coiled bodies while their snRNAs are being modified. This accounts for the observation that only a small fraction of total snRNPs localise in coiled bodies and for the transcriptiondependence of this association. It also accounts for the obser vation that coiled bodies are most prominent in rapidly growing and very metabolically active cells, where there is a high demand for production of new snRNPs, and conversely, why coiled bodies are less prominent in slowly growing cells. In this model the characteristic lag in coiled body formation following mitosis is explained as the time needed for daughter nuclei to recommence snRNA gene transcription and for these snRNAs to assemble with snRNP proteins in the cytoplasm and be reimported into the nucleus.
It is important to distinguish the role being proposed here coiled bodies in snRNP maturation from that of the nucleolus in ribosome production. The nucleolus contains the rRNA gene repeats and is the site of rRNA transcription, processing and ribosome subunit assembly as well as the site where some mod ifications are introduced into rRNA. In contrast, the coiled body does not contaifi DNA (Thiry, 1994) and does not seem to be the site for snRNA transcription (Matera and Ward, 1993) . The assembly of newly synthesised snRNAs with common snRNP proteins also takes place in the cytoplasm and not in the coiled body (Mattaj, 1986) . The model makes several predictions which are amenable to future experimental investigations. First, it predicts that at least some of the snRNA modifications should occur in the nucleus after reimport of newly assembled snRNPs. Second, it predicts that the snRNPs in coiled bodies are recently synthesised snRNPs. Third, it predicts that at least some factors involved in snRNA modification will localise in coiled bodies. It should be noted that a role for coiled bodies in RNA modifi cation, even if correct, does not exclude the possibility that it also has other metabolic or transport functions. It also does not exclude the possibility that some snRNA modifications may occur outside of coiled bodies. Experiments are currently in progress to test these ideas and we hope that this will provide useful new insights into the function of the coiled body and the organisation of the nucleus.
